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Abstract 

Cloud computing is becoming an interesting alternative as a flexible and affordable 

on-demand environment for deploying custom applications in the form of services. In this 

work, a self-organizing system model based on dynamic relation network is proposed. In the 

model, autonomic element can self-adapted to the weight of the relationship under the 

guidance of the self-organizing policy. Based on this organization model, we present the 

service-oriented dynamic self-organizing algorithm in Cloud computing, which implement 

autonomic element self-organization through service finding, service composition, task 

implementation and service optimization.  
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, there has been an increasing interest in Cloud Computing research domain due 

to its importance as a widely used computing platform where many difference services are 

published and available in Cloud data centers [1]. Clouds are used through a service-oriented 

interface that implements the service-related paradigm to offer Cloud services on demand. 

Different kind of Cloud services have been published and made available for Cloud 

consumers, which are deployed as self-contained components. When there is no single service 

has the capability to satisfy a request, there should be a method to compose those single 

services to fulfill Cloud consumers’ goal. This composition of services should be carried out 

in a dynamic and automated manner to promptly satisfy consumer requirements [2]. 

However, Cloud participants may have incomplete knowledge of Cloud resources and 

other participants, considering the basic feature of cloud computing system: distributed and 

constantly changing. Therefore, the problem of how to effectively and efficiently compose 

existing services has attracted a lot of research interests and is an important open problem [3]. 

In Cloud service composition, collaboration between brokers and service providers is 

essential to promptly satisfy incoming Cloud consumer requirements and application needs 

[4]. Therefore, Cloud service composition system needs to implement the self-organizing of 

autonomic units, and then through these functional autonomous autonomic units, by the 

means of establishing efficient relationship of coordination, interaction and cooperation, to 

accomplish complex control tasks or resolve complicated problems efficiently and quickly. 

Self-organizing system not only regulates or adapts its behavior, but creates its own 

organization, thus can be used as basic components enabling more autonomous, adaptive, and 

flexible in service finding, service management, and service matching to Cloud services 

composition [5].  
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In this paper, we address a self-organizing system for Cloud service composition. This 

initiative ultimately aims to develop a system capable of making decisions on its own, using 

high-level policies self-management, to overcome the dynamic changing request of supply 

and demand in Cloud service, and to reduce the barrier that complexity poses to further 

management.  

A self-organizing framework is composed of components interacting with each other, 

which have several advantages over traditional systems: robustness, flexibility, capability to 

function autonomously while demanding a minimum of supervision, and the spontaneous 

development of complex adaptations without need for detailed planning [6]. The actual 

operation of the self-organizing system is dictated by the logic, which is responsible for 

making the right decisions to serve its purpose, and influence by the observation of the 

operational context (based on the input). 

Driven by such vision, a framework based on “self-organizing” autonomic components for 

Cloud service composition has been proposed in this paper. Section 3 and Section 4 study the 

self-organization mechanisms between components. An algorithm is proposed to dynamic 

service organization. Section 5 is the related work and Section 6 draw a conclusion and cited 

the future work.  

 

2. Methodology 

Cloud computing composition is in fact used as a service-oriented interface implementing 

the service paradigm to offer Cloud services. The service providing and using among 

autonomic units is the foundation of their effective cooperation, as well as Autonomic 

Computing and self-organizing. By means of service discovery, cooperation and combination, 

autonomic units can aggregate massive computing resources, and then form a newer or more 

powerful computing ability. 

The self-organizing system consists of a large number of interacting individuals, which can 

cooperate and complete the mission. In multi-agent systems, the agents contact with others 

through an acquaintance network, which is a list of contacts that have been previously 

contracted by the agent or the agent is aware of their existence. Due to the distributed nature 

of multi-Cloud environments, acquaintance networks are assumed to be incomplete. In this 

section, the self-organizing mechanism is introduced as a relationship network.   

In realistic society, when people are faced with a problem, the normal way to solve this 

problem is relying on their own ability firstly. If the problem is still unresolved, they will 

resort to acquaintances and hope they can work together to solve the problem. If the problem 

is still remaining, the acquaintances themselves will resort to their own acquaintances to ask 

for help. The process will be continuing until the problem is solved. In that way, all these 

acquaintance relationships involved in the problem solving process is called a Social 

Relationship Network. Humans' organization structure and organization operation offered a 

favorable reference to the self-organizing of autonomic-computing system. 
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Figure 1. Self-Organization system for Cloud Service Composition  

A self-organizing system model for service composition in Cloud computing are illustrated 

in Figure 1, which consists of services, autonomic units, autonomous Clouds society and 

Composition planner.  

In line with strategy customized by users or business goal, autonomic unit should provide 

certain services when it incorporates into self-organizing system. However these certain 

services can be provided only in certain conditions and with certain assistance from other 

autonomic units, in other words, it requires services offered by other autonomic unit to 

complete the user customization strategy. Under this circumstance, according to the views of 

organizational behavior, an organization can be regarded as the distribution, combination and 

execution of tasks. Self-organizing system is a special kind of organizational behavior and 

cooperative computing method. The implementation of self-organizing in Cloud service 

composition system is mainly shows in four ways as follows: 

(1) When autonomic unit found it facing the problem which is difficult to resolve alone, it 

would establish a cooperative relationship with other counterparts through the 

relationship network, thereby strengthening the ability of self-organizing to solve the 

problem; 

(2) Coordinating and organizing multi autonomic units to build new services, promote 

service composition autonomously and improve the reusability and utilization of the 

Cloud service composition system; 

(3) In the process of dynamic self-organizing, we should not only consider the demanded 

functions but also consider non-functional factors such as efficiency, performance and 

so on, thus to ensure acquiring a satisfying composition result to fulfill the user’s 

requirements; 

(4) Due to Cloud computing environment is an open and dynamic one, unexpected 

situation may occurred (such as autonomic unit leaves suddenly), and thus an accident 

handling mechanism should be considered. 
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3. Dynamic Self-Organizing Mechanism  
 

3.1. Autonomic Unit 

Autonomic Unit is a kind of software entity which has self-management. It can manage 

itself base on the ultimate target proposed by the designer. On one side due to the 

self-management feature, autonomic unit can do the configuration and management work 

which are owned by engineers before. On the other side, users can involve the organization 

and management of network application just by making high level strategy without thinking 

about the low level detailed implementation. This chapter gives an introduction about how to 

design autonomic Unit and the relationship network for self-organizing of autonomic Units. 

Following these methods autonomic unit can do logic decision, planning and movement and 

has good intelligence, expansibility, Reusability and applicability. 

In this section, we formulate the relationship network between autonomic uits in 

self-organizing system firstly as follows: 
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Figure 2. Relationship Network Sample 

Definition 1: Relationship network can be expressed as a graph G=(V, E), in which 

}AE，，AE，{AEV n21  , V iAE  represents an entity in the relationship network; 

}R，，R，{RE n21  , in which 
}n,1,2,ji,{rR iji 

, and ),( i jij AEAEr   denotes the 

weight of the relation between ViAE and
VjAE

. ERi   is the set of relationship of 

the network AEi.  

Figure 2 shows a relationship network example: AE1 has established cooperation 

relationships with many autonomic elements, such as AE2, AE4; AE4 has established 

cooperation relationships with AE2 and AE5. The value on the lines between two autonomic 

elements represents their relation weight, known as credibility. The positive value measures 

the cooperation degree between the two corresponding autonomic elements. 

The value of relation weight denotes the nature of the relationship between the nodes and 

the degree of the inter-influence. If the relationship is confrontation, we set the relation 

weight  0，1-r ; if it is cooperation, then we set the relation weight  1，0r . If there is no 

confrontation or cooperation relationship between two autonomic elements, weight is 0.  

The providing, execution and requesting service of an autonomic unit can be seen as a 

corresponding action (atomic action or complex action), and then the providing, execution 

and requesting of multiple autonomic units can be seen as multiple corresponding actions 

(atomic actions or complex actions).  
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Definition 2: autonomic unit AE=< AID, Service, Addr，Acq，RN>，denote identifying of 

the autonomic unit AE, belief knowledge base, service ability, policy, address, acquaintance 

list and the corresponding relation weight respectively, among them: 

Service ={AS1，AS2，…，ASm}，each of these elements is called an autonomic unit service 

ASj，the active capacity of autonomous unit is the foundation of its service providing，each 

service ASj can be expressed as a quadruple，AS j =（ID，Act，Prt），in which，ID denote service 

identifier；Act is the description of service function，corresponding to certain autonomous 

action that is in the active capacity set of the autonomic unit；Prt is the set of property，include 

time, function, resource constraint and so on. 

Acq={L1，L2，…，Lm}，each of the elements called an acquaintance record Lj，Lj =<ID，
Address，Type>，respectively denote acquaintance identifier, address and acquaintance type. 

Type can be classified as Parent, Child, Equal and so on. The classification is according to 

actual demand, which described the explicit organization structure of an autonomic unit. The 

size of AEi can be defined as the acquaintances number it has，marked as：|Acq (AEi)|. 

RN={ R1，R2，…，R|Acq (AEi)| }，each of the elements ,means a trust relation R j，Rj =< 

AEi，AEj，r>，in which r is the credibility between AEi and AEj. The credibility describe the 

dynamic cooperation relationship among autonomic units, autonomic unit cooperates with an 

acquaintance whom it shares a higher credibility with will more likely to success. In reverse, 

if the credibility is negative, the greater the absolute value of |r|, the confrontation between 

autonomic units is fiercer.  

 

3.2. Autonomic Cloud Society 

In self-organizing system for service composition in Cloud computing, we use service 

description language describing the service of autonomic units, for the sake of realizing 

efficient and quick service matching, combination, cooperation and so on. Autonomic unit can 

be divided into three types: service providing unit, service requesting unit and service 

composition broker unit (also called SC unit). A service providing unit can provide service; a 

service requesting unit requests a certain service from the service providing units, while a SC 

unit can help service requesting units locating the corresponding service providing units, 

which also has the functions of service registration, selection, consultation, combination and 

so on.  

An autonomic unit can be either a service providing unit or a service requesting unit. The 

autonomic unit determines whether a given task can be fulfilled bases on its own service 

capability. If a complex task that need cooperation to fulfill, the autonomic unit will seek 

acquaintances in acquaintance list to establish corresponding cooperation in line with the 

relation weight R, and then form a virtual autonomic unit organization, as known as 

autonomous society. 

Definition 3: autonomous Clouds society can be expressed as a quadruple: 

},,,{CS s RNAMSSCAEA  , sAE  is the finite set of autonomic units 

},...,,{ 21s nAEAEAEAE  ; SC is service agent element who has a special role in the 

autonomous computing organization with the function of service selection, consultation, 

combination and so on; CMS is a special unit—also called as registration element—who is 

responsible for the registration, revocation and deletion of all autonomic elements; RN is the 

relationship network setting all the autonomic elements contained, which can be expressed 
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as )( iAEAE AERN
si 

 . We call the number of autonomic elements in the set sAE  as the size 

of the autonomous Clouds Society, expressed as sAE . 

Each autonomic unit can either send tasks to acquaintances or receive tasks from 

acquaintances or non-acquaintances. In order to complete certain tasks in a shorter time, an 

autonomic unit in the relationship network needs to interact with more acquaintances. The 

certain tasks in the relationship network would experience the process of transmitting, 

decomposing and execution, which will consume a large amount of communication resources. 

In extreme case, suppose Autonomic unit AE’s size |Acq(AE)|) = 1, the average costs of a 

task will reach Cost(Task) = n / 2, that will bring tremendous communication expenditure to 

the system. Another extreme case is |Acq(AE)| = n – 1, which means every autonomic unit 

has a relationship with all the rest counterparts. In this case the average cost Cost (AE，Task ) 

=0, but in other hand the space complexity as well as costs of acquaintance list maintaining 

will be very high. To a certain autonomic unit in Autonomic Computing system, we tend to 

achieve best average performance in interacting with other counterparts in system.  

From both explicit organization relation and dynamic cooperation relation the two 

perspectives, relationship network model precisely described the complicated relation among 

autonomic units. Taking hierarchical structure as an example, every autonomic unit has one 

superior but can has multi subordinates, which form a tree structure as shown in Fig. 2, 

Acq(AE1)={< AE2，Child>，< AE3，Child>，< AE4，Child>}.  

That means in initial condition, the superior and subordinate autonomic units in 

relationship network can establish complete cooperation relationship, so we can set the 

relation weight to 1. For example, if r(AE1, AE2)=1，r(AE2, AE1)=1，r(AE1, AE3)=1, and AE 2 

needs cooperation from AE3, the massage can only transmit through AE1. The cooperation 

relationship between superior and subordinate may alter in actual operation process, for 

instance, if AE3 always can’t complete tasks it received, then AE1 will alter the credibility 

relate to  AE3. Hence, autonomic unit need to alter relevant relation weight according to 

actual interaction situation, and we utilize the method introduced in [15].  

 

4. Self-organizing Mechanism for Cloud Service Composition  

Self-organizing system proceeds in an open, dynamic environment, so the autonomic units 

may in and out the autonomic Cloud environment freely. Autonomic units’ behavior depends 

on the self-organizing mechanism of each autonomic unit. By means of acquaintances finding, 

service combination and cooperation in dynamic relationship network, autonomic units can 

complete complex tasks they can’t handle along.  

The autonomic unit self-organizing is a highly intricate process, when an autonomic unit 

found the problem is difficult to solving alone or cooperative solution is more efficient, it can 

authorize other autonomic units to manage the whole organizing process or manage by itself. 

To achieve organization goal, organization manager will search each autonomic unit who can 

undertake subtasks via the relationship network and choose acquaintances with high 

credibility to cooperate. Autonomic unit self-organizing mechanism is relate to factors 

include performance, benefits, quality, time and so on. To autonomic units, the main purpose 

for providing service is to get certain benefits, and service requesting units will cost a lot for 

seeking assistance, the whole process can be describe as（AE，RN，G，U，SC，CMS）： 

Initial autonomic units set AE={AE1, AE2, …, AEn}, relationship network RN=(V, E), 

composition goal G={g1, g2,…, gn}, benefit distribution U={u1, u2, …, un}, service agent unit 

SC and Cloud manager unit CMS. 
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For all the unrealized subgoals g1, g2, …, gn，CMS search autonomic units who can 

undertake the subgoal gi in turn (the autonomic units in this time are not ones really undertake 

corresponding subgoal, they just match target functions with the subgoal. Autonomic units 

also consider the trust relations and benefit issue about involved undertaking units), and 

meanwhile sort these subgoals according to the subgoal relationships. If there are any 

deadlocks with subgoals, a message should be passed to the autonomic unit for corresponding 

changes. 

If subgoal gi can’t be complete by one autonomic unit but can be done jointly by several 

autonomic units: If there are service series to complete the subgoal ni SC database already, the 

return directly, Otherwise SC call service composition algorithm to organize multi autonomic 

units to build new service series, then return. If service compositing failed, then CMS directly 

notices the autonomic unit that the requesting can’t be meets under present Autonomic 

Computing environment.  

If subgoal gi cannot be undertaken by any autonomic units, then CMS notice the requesting 

unit that the requesting can’t be meets, and then return.  

According to goal distribution and execution method, CMS determines the undertaker of 

each subgoals and the dividing of benefits, and then calls each service one by one in line with 

goal realizing sequence. For composite service, SC coordinates and organizes corresponding 

autonomic units to provide it, CMS is responsible to monitor execution and handle 

unexpected situation that may occur.  

CMS evaluates the whole process according to task evaluation methods published in [15] 

and saves or modifies cooperation strategy, and updates trust relationships.  
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Figure 3. Self-Organizing Process Sample 
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Figure 3 shows a simple self-organizing process sample, the current service request has six 

sub goals G={g0, g1, g2, g3, g4, g5}, with benefits distribution strategy U={0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 

0.4}. Suppose AE6 is entrusted to organize the whole process via user preference, comparison 

of relation weight, ability matching and benefits consulting. Then CMS determined that the 

subgoals g0, g2, g4, g5 can be undertaken be AE1, AE0, AE5 and AE9 respectively, while g1 must 

be completed jointly by AE7 and AE8 and g3 should be completed jointly by AE2 and AE8.  

Finally, on the basis of task completions of each autonomic unit to make corresponding 

evaluation, and then according to the evaluation all the autonomic units in the whole virtual 

organization would update or establish trust relations as well as alter or save cooperation 

strategy. 

 

5. Related Work 

In [9], the service composition is partitioned and agents are assigned to monitor and 

capture the progress of the composition. However, the adopted centralized perspective to 

handle errors causes that a single fault impedes the development of the entire composition.  

A bio-inspired, self-organizing method to support deployment of services on virtual 

machines in a cloud infrastructure is proposed in [10], in order to meet the service level 

agreements and to minimize the number of required virtual machines. But there is lack of 

complete description of the architecture and algorithms of the proposed system. 

The idea of applying self-organization systems (e.g. software agents) or managing Cloud 

services was first introduced in [7, 8], which is the earliest efforts in applying negotiation 

agents for self-organizing agent-based approach for dealing with Cloud service composition. 

In [3], a framework of service composition in multi-Cloud base environment is presented, 

and three different Cloud combination methods are presented to reduce the costs of finding 

the minimum clouds. But this is a centralized method and need complete knowledge of all 

existing web services. 

Our work was inspired by the work proposed in [4] and [2], which introduced a marriage 

between Clouds and Agents. In [4], an agent-based Cloud service composition is presented. 

The self-organizing agents using acquaintance networks and the contract net protocol to 

evolve and adapt Cloud service composition. In [2], Cloud computing models and 

architectures are discussed to implement high-performance complex systems and intelligent 

applications by using of Cloud systems and software agents.  

As cited in [2] and [4], Cloud-enabled agents can coupling agents and large-scale dynamic 

distributed computing platforms bringing new properties of system, such as autonomy, 

pro-activity, negotiation and learning.  

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

Cloud computing is becoming an interesting alternative as a flexible and affordable 

on-demand environment for deploying custom applications in the form of services. In this 

work, a self-organizing system model based on dynamic relation network is proposed. In the 

model, autonomic element can self-adapted to the weight of the relationship under the 

guidance of the self-organizing policy. Based on this organization model, we present the 

service-oriented dynamic self-organizing algorithm in Cloud computing, which implement 

autonomic element self-organization through service finding, service composition, task 

implementation and service optimization.  

Future work will include more precise and accurate simulations as well as a complete 

description of the architecture and algorithms of the system. 
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